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For the past twenty years the publishers of THE MERCK MANUAL, one of the most widely used

sources of medical information in the world, realised that more and more copies of the guide were

being purchased by people who were not healthcare professionals, despite the fact that it had never

been advertised and was not written for public use. Recognising the public's increasing need for

access to the same medical information doctors have, Merck responded with the HOME EDITION.

This contained virtually all the information in the physician's version, but in easy-to-understand,

everyday language, with a reader-friendly format. Since its publication three years ago the HOME

EDITION has gone on to sell more than 2 million copies worldwide. Now Merck have updated the

edition to cater for the changing medical environment. The new edition contains 35 new chapters on

subjects ranging from Gene Therapy and the warning signs of cancer to biological warfare and

terrorism and with 64 new illustrations and colour plates along with new tables on emerging drugs,

THE MERCK MANUAL is the only home reference guide all health conscious readers will need.
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The second edition of this very valuable resource has all the attributes of the first. Written for the

layperson, articles are clear, comprehensive and detailed. There are excellent charts and

illustrations to further make the material more understandable. Almost every conceivable medical

condition is covered, with additional chapters that highlight women's, men's and children's health



issues; specific information is also provided on the aging body. According to the editors, the content

has been expanded to cover medical treatments or advances that have occurred since 1997, when

the first edition was published. The editors have included new drug options for HIV-positive patients,

as well as a section on herbal supplements and their possible interactions with prescribed

medications. Although the emphasis is on traditional medicine, there is an objective article on

complementary and alternative medicine. Two appendices-"Drug Names: Generic and Trade" and

"Resources for Help and Information"-will be particularly helpful to medical consumers. In addition,

advice is given on preventative measures, such as the value of exercise and proper nutrition. An

excellent resource for any home. Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

The Merck Manual, now in its seventeenth edition, has been a standard medical reference source

for over 100 years. The first home edition, published in 1997 and translated into 12 languages, was

a welcome addition to consumer health reference collections. Just as librarians begin to worry about

its age, Merck has released a second home edition. The editors have completely revised and

rewritten the manual, adding a great deal of new material in the process. All of the editors,

contributors, and editorial board members are physicians or academics with doctorates.The format

of the book has not changed. A detailed table of contents lists 25 sections divided into chapters.

The first, "Fundamentals," explains basic anatomy and physiology, the aging process, fitness,

communicating with health professionals, and legal and ethical issues. The others cover specific

organs, systems, diseases and disorders, drugs, and first aid. The sections dealing with organs and

systems begin with the biology of the system and then explain the symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis,

and treatment of diseases that may affect it. There are color diagrams of relevant anatomy as well

as an eight-page insert of anatomical charts. This new edition has added material on violence

against women, sexual dysfunction, chromosomal and genetic abnormalities in children, and travel

health. The drug section now includes information about medicinal herbs and nutraceuticals and

their interactions with other drugs. A new section called "Special Subjects" covers medical decision

making, surgery, complementary and alternative medicine, amyloidosis, familial Mediterranean

fever, and diseases of unknown origin. A series of appendixes contains information on weights and

measures, common tests, generic and trade names of drugs, and resources for referrals.Although it

has fewer, less colorful illustrations than the American College of Physicians Complete Home

Medical Guide (DK, 1999) and lacks the flow charts of The Harvard Medical School Family Health

Guide (Simon & Schuster, 1999), The Merck Manual of Medical Information continues to provide the

most current, detailed medical information in a format and language that lay readers will understand



at a reasonable price. Libraries owning the 1997 edition will want to update and the others will want

to add this excellent resource to their consumer health reference collections. RBBCopyright Ã‚Â©

American Library Association. All rights reserved

I've been able to use this to look up various maladies for myself and others. I'm not saying this is a

substitute for going to see a doctor. However, if you can arm yourself with information BEFORE

going to seek medical advice, do it. The internet is too full of sketchy information. Read a book.

Sometimes that's better for you anyway!

excellent.

Complete information with medical terms explained easily in the text. Appears to be based on the

Merck Manual used by many physicians as a quick reference.

This is an excellent guide to health and wellness written for lay people and quite comprehensive in

its coverage. This second edition (first comes from 1997) adds about adds 35 chapters and 400

pages to the first edition, with updates throughout the book (e.g., on various drug therapies). It is

very well-organized, primarily as 300 plus chpaters written around body systems (e.g.. digestive

disorders) or topical areas (children's health, preventative medicine). The book has many short

sub-sections within chapters (typically 5 to 10 pages) that cover specific topics (skin cancer,

glaucoma, family planning) that can readily be found in the table of contents. The book is extremely

well written with a very detailed index that makes it easy to find information on specific topic. One

nice feature of this book is that it is printed to be about the size of a college dictionary (though with

larger print than most dictionaries). It also includes an excellent appendix listing other resources for

information by topic, with organizations listed out with their mail addresses and web sites.

Order this book as a gift showed to be used, my brother said it looked like brand new. The book has

been very beneficial in looking medicationsthat he & friends are taking and find out side effects, etc.

Very happy with the purchase.

Fast Shipping, Great Product, Reasonable shipping rates. Packaged well. Excellent Purchase!

Excellent condition, Happiness!



I'm a nursing student and with several of our books, it's kinda hard to read and understand. My

study group and I have found this book to be very helpful and it puts everything in terms that is very

easy to understand. I would advise this book for anyone trying to learn any medical issue, whether

you are in college for a medical degree or just needing to know what is going on with yourself due to

medical issues.
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